
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

AUSTRALIAN SUSTAINABLE DESIGNER DEBUTS WITH THE R COLLECTIVE  
Award-winning designer, Tess Whitfort, brings her up-cycled and groundbreaking zero-waste collection 

from competition catwalk to commercialisation 
 

[Hong Kong 4th March 2019] Up-cycling brand The R Collective, born from NGO Redress, launches               
award-winning Australian sustainable fashion designer, Tess Whitfort’s first commercial collection, entitled           
Avoidance. The collection is created using rescued textile waste and innovative zero-waste design techniques              
to catalyse a circular fashion system. Tess shot to fame after winning the world’s largest sustainable fashion                 
design competition, the Redress Design Award in Hong Kong. Her resulting collection, which is heavily featured                
in the latest season of Redress' award-winning documentary series Frontline Fashion, is available at              
www.thercollective.com with select styles available in Asia’s leading luxury department store, Lane Crawford.  

 
Focusing on emerging designers and educating the next generation of the           
fashion industry, the Redress Design Award drives growth towards a circular           
fashion system. In collaboration with The R Collective, Tess’ competition          
collection was transformed from concept to catwalk and into retail,          
demonstrating a strong business case for positive change. 
 
“I wanted to incorporate a bit of attitude and punk edge into this collection,              
whilst keeping it timeless and within The R Collective’s aesthetic,” said Tess            
Whitfort, who has a Degree in Fashion Design from Australia’s Box Hill            
Institute. “There are many stereotypes around sustainable fashion and it is           
often portrayed as natural, feminine, and wholesome. Instead, I create grungy           
streetwear so that badasses can wear ethical clothing too. Environmental          
issues are going to affect us all, so sustainability can’t just be for people who               
love the environment, it can’t be a niche, it needs to be for everyone.” 
 
Tess’ six-piece Avoidance collection features an aviation inspired jumpsuit         

alongside the experimental ‘Preston Dress’ with adjustable belted detailing and a classic retro varsity style               
jacket, which all feature unique twists on classic designs. In partnership with award-winning sustainable              
manufacturer, TAL Apparel, Tess’ zero-waste pattern techniques brought about groundbreaking fabric utilisation            
during manufacturing, with several of her styles achieving less than one percent fabric wastage, compared with                
an industry norm of approximately 15 percent. Her collection is formed of upcycled denim, crepe, wool, and                 
cotton, which were rescued from world-leading luxury brands, mills, and manufacturers, thereby avoiding the              
need to create virgin materials and minimising fashion’s negative environmental impacts. 
 
Social impact business The R Collective works collaboratively with Redress to prove Redress’ legacy at               
pioneering a more sustainable fashion industry. The R Collective collaborates with Alumni from the Redress               
Design Award to provide a creative platform to reduce waste and pollution in fashion.  
 
“Working with the Redress Design Award Winner, Tess Whitfort proves the essence of Redress and The R                 
Collective’s beliefs that creativity, collaboration, and a design-driven sustainable and ethical collection deserves             
its place with the world’s best retailers to inspire shifts in fashion consumption,” said Christina Dean, Redress’                 
Founder and The R Collective’s Co-Founder. 
 

- ENDS   - 
 
For media enquiries, please contact: danie@redress.com.hk  / press@thercollective.com  
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Download the Avoidance Collection and behind the scenes photos here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c44ovqrp15y9l5e/AABGbS4LKE_sOsw1QGR8-KS7a?dl=0 
 
Notes to Editor 

● Tess Whitfort won the Redress Design Award 2018 First Prize. The Redress Design Award 2019 is                
open for entries until 14 March 2019. More information available at www.redressdesignaward.com  

● The Frontline Fashion 3 series is available now at youtube.com/RedressAsia. The making of the              
‘Avoidance’ collection features in Episode 5 

● An estimated 92 million tons of textile waste is created annually by the fashion industry and this is                  
estimated to increase by about 60% between 2015 and 2030. Source: Global Fashion Agenda and The                
Boston Consulting Group, Inc. (2017), Pulse of the Fashion Industry 

● Every second, the equivalent of one garbage truck of textiles is landfilled or incinerated. Less than 1%                 
of the material used to produce clothing is recycled into new clothing, representing a loss of more than                  
USD100 billion worth of materials each year. Source: A New Textiles Economy, 2017, Ellen MacArthur               
Foundation 

● In emerging markets, more than 65% of consumers have been found to actively seek out sustainable                
fashion, with the highest reported respondents from China. Source: Cotton Lifestyle Monitor (n.d.) as              
cited in Business of Fashion (2016), The State of Fashion 2017 

● It is estimated that around 80% of a product’s environmental impact is locked in at the design stage.                  
Global Fashion Agenda & The Boston Consulting Group 2017 

 
About Redress and the Redress Design Award www.redress.com.hk and www.redressdesignaward.com  
Redress is a pioneering Hong Kong based NGO working to reduce textile waste and promote environmental                
sustainability in the fashion industry. Redress’ dynamic programmes target designers, brands, manufacturers,            
industry professionals, educational organisations, and consumers to promote the circular economy for fashion.             
The Redress Design Award is the world’s largest sustainable fashion design competition working to educate               
emerging designers around the world about sustainable design theories and techniques to drive growth towards               
a circular fashion system. By putting sustainable design talent in the global spotlight, the competition creates a                 
unique platform for talented fashion game changers to transform the global fashion industry, rewarding the best                
with career-changing prizes to maximise long term impact.  
 
About The R Collective www.thercollective.com  
The R Collective is an upcycled fashion brand, born from Hong Kong based environmental charity Redress, that                 
believes in minimising waste by challenging the way fashion is made. The R Collective creates sustainable                
fashion using rescued textile waste sourced from world- leading luxury fashion brands, mills, and              
manufacturers. They reuse these materials through upcycling, reimagining the destiny of textile waste with              
timeless designs. The R Collective, launched in 2017, produces its Main Collection and also collaborates with                
multiple award-winning sustainable fashion designers around the world throughout the year. The R Collective              
donates 25% of profits to Redress to further drive sustainability in the fashion industry. Their inaugural                
collections were bought by Lane Crawford and Barneys New York.  
 
About Frontline Fashion www.redress.com.hk/frontlinefashion  
Frontline Fashion is an award-winning documentary co-created by Redress and Mustard. Now in it’s third               
season, It aims to inspire consumers about sustainable fashion. Season one and two were broadcast globally,                
including regionally on Lifetime®, and can both now be watched on iTunes, alongside versions in multiple                
languages including Chinese, French, and Spanish. Frontline Fashion 2 won two categories at the 2018 Asian                
Academy Creative Awards: Best Lifestyle Programme: Hong Kong, and Best Documentary Programme            
(One-off/Special): Hong Kong. Season three is presented as a digital mini-series on Redress Asia Youtube,               
hosted by Cara G Mcilroy.  
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